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VSoft Introduces Core Processing Solution to Credit Unions
UCF FCU selects CoreSoft to enhance efficiency, member service
ATLANTA, April 26, 2011 – VSoft Corporation, a global information and technology provider of
process improvement solutions for financial institutions, announced today that its core processing
solution, CoreSoft™, is available to credit union customers. UCF Federal Credit Union selected
CoreSoft to improve efficiency and enable a more customized, member–centric approach to its
service.
CoreSoft allows financial institutions to replace legacy systems with technology that delivers
seamless, real-time, high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple channels. Its
open platform offers a unique, universal design to enhance workflow and flexibility. UCF FCU, a
non-profit, member-owned institution that serves more than 4,000 members of the University of
Central Florida community, selected CoreSoft to increase its front and back end efficiencies. Built
on a powerful, centralized relational database, the solution provides UCF FCU additional
capabilities to offer exceptional member service.
“Our number one priority is to exceed member expectations, and implementing CoreSoft enables
us to drastically improve productivity and add creative, robust products and services that directly
benefit our members,” said Mike Murray, president of UCF FCU. “We are committed to meeting
the needs of a diverse membership, ranging from technology–savvy college students to
professors and alumni that travel worldwide. After an in-depth and thorough assessment, our
team determined that VSoft’s CoreSoft solution was the best fit for our future. It was a very
collaborative effort and the team vote was unanimous."
CoreSoft is available as an in-house, outsourced or cloud solution. UCF FCU will leverage the
outsourced environment provided by VSoft’s data center, located in Davenport, IA. In addition to
CoreSoft, UCF FCU will implement VSoft’s full suite of remote deposit capture solutions, including
mobile capture, as well as item processing and imaging products. Additionally, VSoft’s digital

dashboard enables UCF FCU to easily monitor a wide range of parameters, real-time in a
dashboard format.
“Bank customers have experienced great success with CoreSoft and we anticipate equal benefits
for our credit union customers. UCF FCU is a distinguished, well-established credit union
dedicated to advancing internal operations and providing the most progressive services to its
members,” said Murthy Veeraghanta, chairman and CEO, VSoft Corporation. “The credit union is
celebrating its 40th anniversary this year, and with CoreSoft and our imaging solutions, it is well
positioned to succeed for many more decades.”
About VSoft Corporation
Established in 1996, VSoft Corporation is a global provider of financial technology solutions that
improve service, reduce cost and maximize efficiency. Its broad image-based solutions include
distributed deposit and payment capture across all points of presentment, back office check
processing, image exchange, document management, and remittance and lockbox operations.
Customers include banks, credit unions, savings institutions, transaction processors,
governments, utilities, telecommunications and retail organizations. VSoft’s proven products and
services ensure versatile and rapid delivery of solutions to mission-critical needs. Included in the
2007, 2008 and 2009 Inc. 5000, the 2008 and 2009 Software 500, and recognized as a Top 10
Fastest Growing Company in Atlanta in 2008, VSoft’s solutions are used by more than 1,900
financial institutions worldwide. For more information call 770.225.7692 or visit
http://www.vsoftcorp.com/.
#
Editor's Note: The correct usage of the company name, VSoft Corporation, is either referring to it
as VSoft Corporation or VSoft, with both the "V" and the "S" capitalized.

